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Abstract 

It is important to extend the network lifetime in order to achieve the better transmission in wireless sensor network. The IEEE 

802.15.4 low data rate wireless personal area network (LR-WPAN) technology has been widely used in sensor networks. To 

avoid imbalance between the nodes and cluster head we propose efficient cluster head rotation protocol.Our proposed system 

provides good balance of nodes lifetime and optimal network lifetime in maxim in sense. Each single cluster in the multi-cluster 

network has only one node acting as a cluster-head. These cluster-heads are fixed in each cluster during the network lifetime. 

Consequently, using these cluster-heads will cause them to die quickly, and the entire linked nodes to these cluster-heads will be 

disconnected from the main network. Therefore, the proposed technique to distribute the role of the cluster-head among the 

wireless sensor nodes in the same cluster is vital to increase the lifetime of the network.       

Keywords: Cluster head, LR-WPAN, Imbalance, cluster head rotation protocol 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The latest developments in time critical, low cost, long battery life, and low data rate wireless applications have led to work on 

WSNs (Wireless Sensor Networks). These WSNs have been considered for work in certain applications with limited power, 

reliable data transfer, short communication range, and reasonably low cost such as industrial monitoring and control, home 

automation and security, and automotive sensing applications. Clustering refers to the partitioning of the network into groups or 

clusters with a designated leader or cluster-head. The balance is commonly restored by rotating the CH role to different nodes. In 

addition, CH selection is often accompanied by re-clustering. One of the main areas of research has been routing technology 

which will route packets from source to destination. In this paper, we have evaluated performance of AODV, LEACH, routing 

protocols based on e-mail and video conferencing traffic generating applications by increasing the number of nodes. Protocol and 

its improvements are proposed in literatures While LEACH appears to be a promising protocol, there are still some aspects for 

improvement to make the protocol more efficient. In this paper, we propose a cluster-chain routing protocol (CCRP), which 

adopts a more balanced cluster-head selection algorithm and an improved data transmission mechanism from the cluster-heads to 

the base station to further reduce and balance the total energy dissipation of sensor nodes.Recent advance in  

Wireless communicationcapabilities. These sensors can be deployed at a cost muchlower than traditional wired sensor 

systems. 

Project at University of California, Berkeley and WINS Project at UCLA, are two of the research projectsattempting to build 

such low-cost and extremely smallapproximately 1 cubic millimeter sensors. An ad-hoc wirelessnetwork of large numbers of 

such inexpensive but less reliableand accurate sensors can be used in a wide variety ofcommercial and military applications. 

These include targettracking, security, environmental monitoring, system control. 

As a new information acquisition and processing technology, wireless sensor network has a wide range of applications in 

military, environmental monitoring, smart furniture and space exploration and so on .Wireless Sensor Network can be described 

as an autonomy system consisting of lots of sensor nodes designed to intercommunicate by wireless radio ， and it can 

collaborate in real time monitoring, perceiving and collecting information of various environmental or monitoring objects and 
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transfer this information to the base station.It does not need a fixed network supportand it has rapid employment, survivability 

and other characteristics so it has a good application prospect. Network structure is changing rapidly in recent years. The only 

network available four decades ago was wired network. The emergence of wireless networks has gone a long way in solving the 

growing service demands. The focus of research and development has almost shifted from wired networks to wireless networks. 

The limitations of wireless network techniques such as high error rate, power restrictions, bandwidth constraints, etc has not 

deterred the growth of wireless networks. . Mobile Ad-hoc network is the most demanding field in the area of wireless networks. 

MANET has mobile devices or users which are generally known as nodes each one of which is equipped with radio transmitter 

and receiver. MANET is a temporary network of wireless mobile nodes which has no fixed infrastructure. There are no dedicated 

routers, servers, access points, base stations and cables. The mobile nodes which are within each other’s transmission range can 

communicate with each other directly otherwise, the nodes in between them forward the packets for them from source to 

destination. Every node acts as a router to forward the packets to other nodes whenever required. One of the main areas of 

research has been routing technology which will route packets from source to destination. In this paper, we have evaluated 

performance of AODV, DSR, TORA, OLSR and GRP routing protocols based on e-mail and video conferencing traffic 

generating applications by increasing the number of nodes. The 

II. RELATED WORK 

ENERGY efficiency at both individual node- and network level is probably the most important objective for the design of 

wireless sensor networks. Energy efficiency may be achieved by applying techniques that minimize overhead and balance the 

energy consumption of individual nodes to the highest extent possible. Two among the techniques often used to achieve these 

objectives aresleep and clustering. Sleep refers to low power operation of sensor nodes whenever they have no data to send, 

which reduces energy expenditure. However, in order to maintain the application specified rate of information flow, hereafter  

referred to as sensing reliability R, the network should have redundant sensors, more sensors than the minimum needed to 

achieve R. Further energy savings can be achieved by adjusting the activity patterns of individual nodes. Clustering refers to the 

partitioning of the network intogroups or clusters with a designated leader or cluster-head. Individual sensor nodes send their 

data to the base station in a multi-hop manner, with one or more CH nodes as intermediaries. If clusters operate on separate 

frequency channels, contention among nodes and losses thus incurred are reduced. Unfortunately, clustering results in excessive 

energy expenditure of CH nodes which must remain active most, or even all of the time, while ordinary nodes need to be active 

only while they send their data. The balance is commonly restored by rotating the CH role to different nodes. In addition, CH 

selection is often accompanied by re-clustering. A typical application in WSN is gathering of sensed data at a distant base 

station. Each sensor node has power control and the ability to transmit data to any other node or directly to the BS. In each round 

of this data gathering application, all data from all nodes need to be collected and transmitted to the base station. A simple 

approach to accomplish this task is that each node transmits its data to the base station directly. Since the base station is far away 

from the nodes, direct communication will require a large amount of energy from each node. This will quickly drain the battery 

of the nodes and reduce the network lifetime. Therefore, many improved approaches use as few transmissions as possible to the 

base station and minimize the amount of data that must be transmitted to the base station. To enable the scalability and energy 

efficiency in a sensor network composed of a large number of sensor nodes, a cluster-based hierarchy is a good solution. LEACH 

is a dominant representative protocol with clustering structure. In 

LEACH, a small number of clusters are formed in selforganized manner. A designated node in each cluster collects and 

aggregates data from nodes in its cluster and transmits the aggregated data to the base station directly. LEACH uses randomized 

rotation of the cluster-heads to distribute the energy load among the sensor nodes and achieves a factor of 8 times improvements 

compared to the direct approach. However, LEACH still has some shortcomings. On the one hand, LEACH's random cluster-

head selection is prone to leading the unbalanced energy level reserved in nodes. On the other hand, the direct communications 

between cluster-heads and the base station may consume much energy if cluster heads 

are far away from the base station. Clustering has been used in many algorithms and protocols proposed in the literature. has 

been one of the first protocol to employ clustering and CH rotation. It assumes that all nodes can communicate with the BS and 

uses clustering to reduce power consumption by limiting the transmission range. LEACH uses TDMA schedule for individual 

node transmissions, under the assumption that a node always has data to send at the time of its scheduled transmission. Many 

variations of the LEACH protocol have been described, including centralized CH selection by the BS deterministic rather than 

random selection of CHs,and clustering that takes transmission distances .A clustering approach using an IEEE 802.15.4 network 

in the cluster-tree topology was described in. In this approach, CH selection is performed within the AODV routing protocol, 

using a combination of remaining node energy, number of neighboring nodes, and number of hops to the root of the tree as the 

criterion for CH selection. Minimization of energy consumption in a multi-hop scenario was also described in, but their approach 

focused on adapting the protocol parameters, rather than network topology, to reach that objective. Randomized sleep is one of 

the most popular mechanisms to achieve energy efficiency. A distributed  algorithm, based on the probabilistic Gurgame 

automata, that aims to maintain the information rate received at the BS at the level required by the sensing application was 

described , although sensor nodes never go to low power sleep since they need to listen to the BS at all times. A similar approach 

using a simple probabilistic automaton was described. However, neither of these approaches uses IEEE 802.15.4 technology, 

unlike the activity management approach described in which is fully integrated with the IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol; our 

approach to sleep management uses this work as the foundation.route discovery and route maintenance. When a node requests to 
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communicate with another node it starts route discovery mechanism. The source node sends a route request message RREQ to its 

neighbors and if all those neighbor nodes do have any information about the destination node then they will further send the 

message to its neighbors and so on until the destination node is node is found. The node which has information of the destination 

node sends a route reply message RREP to the initiator of the RREQ message. The path is recorded in the intermediate nodes in 

the routing table and this path identifies the route. When the initiator receives the route reply message the route is ready and the 

initiator can start sending the packets. The route error RRER is reported when the link with the next hop breaks. 

Each node that has selected itself a cluster-head for the current round broadcasts a message in its transmission range Each non-

cluster-head node decides to join in the cluster to which it belongs for this round. This decision is based on the received signal 

strength of the broadcast message. After each node has decided to which cluster it belongs, must inform the cluster-head that it 

will be a member of the cluster. The cluster-head node receives all the messages for nodes that are to be included in the cluster. 

Based on the number of nodes in the cluster, the cluster-head node creates a TDMA schedule telling each node when it can 

transmit. Each sensor node is allowed to transmit packets in its own allocated time slots. This schedule is broadcast back to the 

nodes in the 

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

Propose efficient cluster head rotation protocol in IEEE 802.15.4 networks.CH selection is performed within the AODV routing 

protocol, using a combination of remaining node energy, number of neighboring nodes, and number of hops to the root of the 

tree (i.e., the distance to the BS) as the criterion for CH selection.  

Randomized sleep is one of the most popular mechanisms to achieve energy efficiency. 

 
Fig. 1: 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
Fig. 2: System Architecture 
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IEEE 802.15.4 LR-WPAN communication technology commonly operate in beacon-enabled, slotted CSMA-CA mode, in 

which individual nodes form clusters under the control of their respective coordinators or cluster-heads. AODV(Adhoc On-

Demand Distance Vector ) routing protocol is used for routing the information which was sent by source. 

We consider File transfer protocol(FTP) and randomly choose different source-destination connections. Every source sends 

four packets whose size is 512 bytes per second.  The mobility model is based on the random waypoint model in a field of 500 m 

X 500 m 

IEEE 802.15.4 MAC CREATION 

 
Fig. 3: Personal Area Network 

In this module, the CH node has been selected based upon the energy. In a particular region, a nodes which have highest 

energy is considered as Cluster head. First, the designated CH nodes begin broadcasting beacons to other nodes. Non-CH nodes 

detect the nearest CH node using Signal Strength or other similar measure, and request to join its cluster. Cluster head is selected 

based upon the energy. The node which has the highest energy is taken as CH. Clustering plays an important role for energy 

saving in WPANs. With clustering in WSNs, energy consumption, lifetime of the network and scalability can be improved. 

Because only cluster head node per cluster is required to perform routing task and the other sensor nodes just forward their data 

to cluster head. Clustering has important applications in high-density sensor networks, because it is much easier to manage a set 

of cluster representatives (cluster head) from each cluster than to manage whole sensor nodes. 

V. CLUSTER HEAD SELECTION 

 
Fig. 4: CH Selection 

 CH HANDOVER 

To reduce or, hopefully, eliminate the imbalance, the CH role should be rotated among all the nodes in the cluster.The current 

CH node records the number of packets received by each ordinary node, as well as the current energy level reported by the node 
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itself. When the number of packets received from a single node reaches a predefined handover threshold, the current CH node 

hands over the CH duty to the node with the highest remaining energy. 

Clustering plays an important role for energy saving in WPANs. With clustering in WSNs, energy consumption, lifetime of 

the network and scalability can be improved. Because only cluster head node per cluster is required to perform routing task and 

the other sensor nodes just forward their data to cluster head 

 
Fig. 5: CH Handover 

Attacker may have the way to access the packet information and how to drop the packets which is send by the source.For 

providing secure transmission between the nodes, we use Encryption/Decryption technique.This provides key for all nodes.The 

packet is encrypted when the packet information are sent to CH. It is decrypted by the destination 

VI. SECURITY IMPLEMENTATION 

 

VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

We compare our CSMA-CA with TDMA in the metric of network lifetime. Sleep node is compared with network lifetime to 

achieve balance condition. Our system achieves better network lifetime than existing system. 

The analysis of performance results in avoiding the imbalance situation and achieves efficient transmission. 
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Fig. 6: Performance Evaluation 

 
Fig. 7: 
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Fig. 8: Packet Drop 

 
 

 
Fig. 9: Output Performance 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

We have described a novel energy-efficient approach to clustering, fully integrated with the IEEE 802.15.4 low data rate WPAN 

standard. The approach uses probabilistic sleep of ordinary nodes, opportunistic sleep of cluster-head nodes, and efficient 
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cluster-head rotation with no overhead and zero dead time. our approach achieves extremely good balancing of nodes’ lifetime 

and, thus, optimizes the network lifetime. 

IX. RESULT 
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